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Abstract 
The non-uniform thickness of ice coating and asynchronous ice shedding  on overhead transmission lines in 
continuous spans cause changes of tension forces  and  collapse of tranmission towers. Unbanlanced tension forces 
are calculated using methods based ongraphic charts and matlab programming. The results show that unbalanced 
tensions are affected by non-uniform ice coating ratios, ice positions and conductor properties etc. With the 
suppressor of Hydro-Quebec, the bound height of transmission lines which endanger vertical spaces  are analyzed 
under the drastic ice shedding. Anti-icing designers and de-icing workers should attach much more importances on 
the factors influencing unbanlanced tensions and on the calculation of vertical spaces. 
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1.Introduction 
In January and February 2008, the extreme low temperature weather with the recurrence period of 100 
years caused catastrophic collapse of tranmission towers in the central and southwestern provinces such 
as Hunan, Jianxi and Zhejiang etc[1]. The newly revised Technical Code of Design Overhead 
Transmission Line in Medium-heavy Icing Area in March 2008 defined the percentages of the 
unbalanced tensions and non-uniform ice coating ratios for various voltage levels, which required that 
unbalanced tensions in transmission lines should be calculated  accurately[2]. Flashover causes scorching 
and deenergizing under asynchronous ice-shedding, so anti-icing and ice shedding designers should pay 
attentions to ice amount of upper and lower conductor on adjacent spans for avoiding bound too 
strongly[3].  
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2.Calculation Models of Unbalanced Tesions  
2.1.Qualitative Graphic Method 
The simplified conditions are: equal spans and equal height of the towers, ignoring the elastic 
deformation of conductors. Take five continuous spans for example and draw 4 curves on unbalance 
tensions and offset of the suspension insulator string. The first span is 20% ice coating, and the rest spans 
is 100%  ice coating[4]. 
1)Curveĉ:the tension of1st span with span    distance increment l'  .
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2)Curve Ċ: the tensions T of the rest spans with span                                distance increment l' .   
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3) Curve ċ: the suspension insulator string offset ¥of 1st  span with  tension increment T'  . 
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4)Curve Č:   the suspension insulator string offset  ¥of  the rest spans with  tension increment T'  . 
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Where  
              b¤ , b³  bG -1st span specific load ( N/m噝mm2), 
                       stress (N/mm2), conductors weight     
                       (kg); 
n¤  n³ , nG - the rest span specific load 
                        (N/m噝mm2), stress (N/mm2),     
                        conductors weight(kg); 
                       
JG - the suspension insulator string    
weight (kg) 
       After drawing curveĉ-Č,  the unbanlanced tension of 5st span is assumed as OAT  5 at Figure1. 
From curveĉ, span increment 45 ll  '  can be found. From curve Č, unbanlanced tension changes 
between 4st and 5st span is CDTTT   '  5454 ,that is OETAET   54 . 
According to 11  ' nnn lGV ,the  insulator string offset  
of 3st span is EGEFFGEFABl    ' 443 GG . 
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With this method ,we finally can get unbanlanced tension  

Figure1.Unbalanced tension and suspension insulator string offset 
 
changes between 1st and 5st span is SYT  '  21  and the  
insulator string offset of 4st is PQQRPQJL  1G  
If VXPR  , that is 11 l' G , then assuming 5T  and 1T  to 4T are right. Otherwise, it is demanded to 
assumed 5T  again and repeat the above course,until VXPR   . 
2.2.Accurate Iterative Method 
According to Formula (5)-(7), make matlab programs. Input conductor and tower parameters, solve 
conductor stress and suspension insulator string offset.  Unbalanced tensions changes caused by adjacent 
conductor stress changes and suspension insulator string tilt angle can be shown[5]. 
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Where   
                       il , iE ˉspan(m), height angle (°); 
                      D , E ˉexpansion coefficient (1/ć),       
     elastic modulus; 
  mt , mV , mt' , mJ ˉtemperature (ć),stress(N/mm2),                             
                                      equivalent temperature (ć), 
                                      specific load(N/m噝mm2)under           
                                      installation condition; 
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           t , iV , iJ , il' ˉtemperature (ć), stress (N/mm2),      
                                      specific load (N/mgmm2) and                            
                                      span increment(m)Under  
                                      non-uniform ice coating condition; 
                A , ih iG ˉarea (N/mm2), height (m), offset of      
                                      suspension insulator string (m); 
             iO , iG ˉlength (m) and weight (kg) of                   
                              suspension insulator string 
 
 
 
 
Figure2.  Program flow chart of  unbalanced tension 
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3.The Influence Factors of Unbanlanced Tentions 
3.1.Ideal Model 
5) For medium icing area (15-20mm), the basic conditions are: second-class volatage grade, five 
continuous spans, conductor type 4hLGJ-300/50, conductor safety factor 2.5, suspension insulator string 
length 5.4 m. The first span is 20% ice coating, and the rest spans is 100%  ice coating.                                                     
6) For heavy icing area (30-50mm), the basic conditions are: first-class volatage grade, conductor type 
4hJLHA1/G3A-630-54/19, conductor safety factor 2.5, suspension insulator string length 6.4m. The first 
span is 20% ice coating, and the rest spans is 100%  ice coating.   
 
Figure3. Influence of non-uniform ice position on unbanlaced tensions 
 
 
Figure 4. Influence of non-uniform ice ratio on unbanlanced tensions 
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      Figure5. Influence of span on unbanlanced tensions 
From Figure3-8, it can be shown: when non-uniform ice span is in one of the two ends of strain 
section, unbalanced tension is larger; the bigger the non-uniform ice ratio is, the larger unbanlanced 
tension is; the greater span and the height vary, the larger unbanlanced tension is. Composite aluminium  
alloy steel conductor  among different conductors  has  higher strength, so unbanlanced tension 
percentage is lower; small conductor section among the same type conductors has relatively lower 
unbanlaned tensions. 
3.2.Example Analysis 
      The following is a real example of one strain section in the 220 kv Xunmiao   and Xunxi transmission 
line withtower number ranging from NO. 41 to NO. 46. Ice thickness, conductor type, the max allowable 
stress of 
TABLB 1. UNBALACEDE TENSIONS of  NO.41-46 TOWERS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure6. Influence of  height on unbanlanced tensions 
NO
Height 
(m) 
Span
(m) 
Ice
thick 
(mm) 
tension Deviation 
(N) 
Unbalanced
tension
Percentage (%) 
 insulator 
 string offset 
(mm) 
 insulator 
 string 
angle
᧤°᧥
41 
17 94 30 16082 25.36 -4.32 51.69 
42 
-19 94 30 -47641 67.97 -4.291 51.16 
43 
-30 344 30 -12880 18.38 -4.389 52.97 
44 
52 648 30 59070 84.28 4.298 51.29 
45-
46 -83 322 30 -19074 27.21 0.072 0.7 
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Figure7. Influence of conductor strength on unbanlanced tensions        
   
 
 
 
Figure8. Influence of conductor section on unbanlanced tensions 
transmission line are respectively 10mm, 2×LGJ-300/25, 95.6Mpa. Istallating conditions are: 
atmosphere temperature -5ć, no ice, no wind ,installtion stress 30 MP, suspension insulator string length 
5.2m and weight 2300N.  This NO.45 tower  fell down in the  snow disaster  in southern China at 2008 
[6].  
From Table1, it can be shown: the max unbalanced tension occurrs at NO.45 tower, with tension 
deviation of 59070N, that is 84.28% of the ultimate tension forces.  This tension deviation percentage 
exceeds the allowable value of 60%  for NO.45  tower according to  design codes, so  the tower collapes. 
Further more, this tension  deviation results in  tilting of suspension  insulator  strings toward  the big 
number tower . 
4.Vertical Space Computing under Uncurrent Ice-Shedding on a Span 
The suppressor of Hydro-Quebec simulated and anlyzed bound height under the drastic ice-shedding 
on one span[7]. 
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Figure9. intial deformation and jump height pre-post  ice-coating and ice-shedding 
From Figure 9, it can be shown:when the conductors of  two top side phases  have ice and the 
conductor of underside phase  have sheded ice, the conductor jump  highest. Whereby, it is resonable to 
assume the upper lines icing and bottom line ice-shedding. The empirical  formula for calculating 
conductor space is as follows: 
001.0**)2000( flH ' ˈDvH           (8) 
Where  H-bound height(m), l -span(m), f' -the difference of transmission line sag pre and post ice-
shedding (m), Dv-vertical spacing between conductors or between ground wire and conductor (m). 
Anti-designers and ice-shedding works need pay prior considerations of realeased elastic jumping 
height of conductors due to ice shedding suddenly, which can avoid  not only flashover between 
conductors or between ground wire and coductor  but also damages of people and properties. 
5.Concluding Remarks 
      Non-uniform thickness of ice coating causes unbalanced tensions deviation on the tranmission towers. 
The tensions deviation is affected by the ice ratio between adjacent spans and ice amount of  each pahse 
conductor on a strain section. Therefore, anti-designers of  transmission lines should consider 
comprehensively the effect of such factors as non-uniforml ice ratios, ice position, span distantance, 
height, conductor properties etc. Ice-shedding workers need pay much more attentions to ice amount in 
upper and lower conductorson of adjacent spans to avoid flashover. 
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